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FAILURE ANALYSIS OF THICKNESS GRADIENT NEGATIVE 

POISSON’S RATIO CONCAVE HONEYCOMB SANDWICH 

PANELS UNDER LOCAL IMPACT

J. H. Xiao1,2* and Z. X. Guo1,2

Keywords: negative Poisson’s ratio sandwich panels, thickness gradient structure, failure mode, contact 
force of punch, energy absorption

Based on the proposed multi-arc curved edge concave adjustable Poisson’s ratio cell, five kinds of sandwich 
panels with negative Poisson’s ratio (NPR) were constructed by changing the in-plane thickness of cells: 
homogeneous, positive gradient, negative gradient, symmetrical positive gradient, and symmetrical negative 
gradient. The failure mechanical properties of the sandwich panels under the action of local impact were 
numerically studied. The influences of impact speed and gradient arrangement modes on the failure mode of 
the sandwich panels, the punch contact force (PCF) and the energy absorption effect (EAE) were investigated. 
It is found that the failure behavior of sandwich panels is different under different impact speeds. At the same 
impact speed, the thickness distribution pattern of the sandwich panel core layer will significantly affect the 
shock resistance of the panel. The study shows that the EAE of sandwich panels can be effectively enhanced by 
introducing gradient design method, and the sandwich panels with negative gradient arrangement show the 
best energy absorption effect.

1. Introduction

Honeycomb sandwich-panels structure has obvious advantages in light weight, high bending stiffness and sound 
insulation [1, 2]. In addition, the ductile deformation of the core layer under impact load also ensures an excellent energy 
absorption capacity of the sandwich panel [3]. As a protective structure, the sandwich panel has a good application prospect 
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in automobile, shipbuilding, aerospace, and other industrial fields [4-6]. The deformation of the material with NPR is differ-
ent from that of the traditional material; under the axial compression load, the material will contact transversely [7, 8]. This 
special mechanical property makes the material aggregate when subjected to impact, thus enhancing the impact resistance 
of the material.

The material with NPR is used as the core layer to construct the structure of sandwich panels, that was extensively 
and deeply studied by many scholars. Duc et al. [9] constructed a conical sandwich shell structure with concave honeycomb 
material as the core, derived the governing equation of the shell, and analyzed the key factors affecting the critical buckling 
load of the shell. Quyen et al. [10] studied the nonlinear free and forced vibrations of sandwich cylindrical plates with NPR 
under explosive loading in thermal environment. Peng et al. [11] analyzed the performance of composite sandwich panels 
with NPR effect by using the variational progressive multi-scale method and deduced the equivalent panel performance 
formula of sandwich panels. Cong and Duc [12] proposed a hyperbolic shallow sandwich shell model composed of a nega-
tive Poisson’s ratio honeycomb core and two panels and studied its nonlinear static stability. Dat et al. [13] proposed the 
combined model of expanded honeycomb laminate and magnetoelastic panel for the first time and derived the governing 
equation of its nonlinear vibration problem. Luo et al. [14] compared the shock resistance of sandwich panels with different 
Poisson’s ratios under local impact. Qi et al. [15] numerically studied the mechanical properties of sandwich panels with 
different Poisson’s ratios under projectile impact and found that panels with NPR have the better bullet proof performance. 
Usta et al. [16] compared the low-speed impact behavior of honeycomb core sandwich panels with four structures through 
experiments and numerical methods, while the study showed the sandwich panel with NPR has the better EAE with the 
mount of impact energy. Bohara et al. [17] compared the protective performance of the concave honeycomb sandwich 
panel with that of the traditional honeycomb sandwich panel and proved that the concave honeycomb sandwich panel has 
a better protective effect. Xiao et al. [18] proposed a concave hexagonal honeycomb beam and studied the local structural 
impact response of the beam through experimental and numerical simulation methods. Qi et al. [19] studied the antiknock 
properties of sandwich panels with concave honeycomb core under the impact load of close proximity and contact explo-
sion through experiments and finite element method (FEM). The finite model provided a good fit to experiment data. Madke 
and Chowdhury [20] studied the mechanical properties of carbon fiber braided composite sandwich panels with NPR effect 
under high-speed impact. Lv et al. [21] studied the antiknock performance of the sandwich panel with NPR model based on 
Voronoi subdivision technology by means of FEM. Chen et al. [22] numerically studied the EAE of double arrow honeycomb 
sandwich panels under the action of air explosion, and the results showed that the geometric parameters of the cell greatly 
affect the performance of the structure.

Based on the concept of the gradient structure developed by Lim [23], layered gradient micro-structure design method 
was introduced into sandwich panel structure. Anh et al. [24] proposed a hybrid sandwich shell model composed of functionally 
graded graphene sheet reinforced composite layer, dilatant core layer, and functionally graded material layer with reinforce-
ment, and theoretically studied the effects of geometric parameters, material parameters, and reinforcement on the vibrations 
of the model. Li et al. [25] analyzed the propagation law of stress waves in the gradient honeycomb core and found that the 
gradient honeycomb core can effectively prevent the propagation of stress waves. Xiao and Zhao [26] analyzed the influence 
of gradient distribution on the natural frequency of sandwich plates. Dong and Zhang [27] derived the differential equation 
of motion of honeycomb sandwich plates with NPR under quadrilateral simply supported boundary conditions and analyzed 
the influence of gradient variation on the natural frequency of the system. Huang et al. [28, 29] studied the static mechanical 
properties of the lattice sandwich panels with NPR, compared the shock resistance of two kinds of sandwich panels by long 
straight bar impact test, and found that polyurea coating can increase the EAE of sandwich panels. Fang et al. [30] designed 
a kind of sandwich panel with gradient honeycomb core, and experimentally studied the three-point bending properties of 
the plate. Chen et al. [31] experimentally studied the dynamic response of double-arrowhead honeycomb sandwich panels 
with thickness gradient under blasting and found that the introduction of thickness gradient honeycomb core can heighten 
the explosion resistance of the plate. Su et al. [32] studied the influence of impact energy and core layer arrangement on the 
mechanical properties of foam aluminum sandwich panel under explosive loading. Li et al. [33] studied the nonlinear low-
speed impact response of 3D lattice sandwich panels with NPR and functional gradient by FEM.
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It can be seen from the existing research that most of current research on the sandwich panels with NPR use con-
cave cells composed of straight rods to construct the core layer of sandwich panels. In this work, based on the proposed 
multi-curved edge concave adjustable Poisson’s ratio cell, the curved concave multicellular structure is constructed as the 
core layer of sandwich panels. By changing the cell wall thickness of the core layer, five kinds of sandwich panel structures 
are constructed: homogeneous, positive gradient, negative gradient, symmetric positive gradient, and symmetric negative 
gradient. The failure behavior of the sandwich panels under local impact was studied, and the impact resistance perfor-
mance of sandwich panels with different gradients at different impact velocities was analyzed. The research results are a 
useful supplement to the existing research, and provide a new idea for the subsequent research on NPR sandwich panels.

2. Honeycomb Sandwich Panels with Concave Negative Poisson’s Ratio Core

Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of sandwich panels structure impacted by punch, in which the core layer is 
constructed based on the concave cell with multi-arc curved edge (Fig. 2a) [34]. The sandwich panels are composed of two 
panels of the core layer. The core layer is, respectively, provided with “Tie” constraint with the upper and lower panels. 
The core layer is made up of 4×35 concave cells with multi-arc curved edges (Fig. 2b), and the arc angle is 60°. The remain-
ing structural parameters are taken as follows: h  = 1 mm, m  = 0.5 mm, H  = 12 mm, and b  = 105 mm. The punch in 
Fig. 1 is a hemispherical punch with a diameter of 12.6 mm, length of 20 mm, and mass of 12.25 kg. There is a 1.1-mm 
gap between the punch and the sandwich panels, which ensures that the punch falls exactly in the center of the sandwich 
panels. The four sides of the upper and lower panels are fixed, and the punch is allowed to have a displacement in the 
y -direction. Thus, the punch has a downward directed initial speed. It was used as a universal contact without friction in 

the tangential direction, and the longitudinal contact is set as rigid contact.
Figure 2a illustrates a multi-arc curved edge concave unit cell with adjustable Poisson’s ratio [34], which consists 

of four curved edges and four extension rods. The cell has five independent parameters:θ , h , m , t , and b , where θ  is 
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of honeycomb sandwich panels with NPR and boundary conditions.
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Fig. 2. Concave honeycomb cell with multi-arc curved edge (a) [34] and cross-section of core layer (b).
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the arc angle, h  is the half-length projected to the coordinate axis by the curved edge of the cell, m  is the extension length 
of the cell connecting rod, t  is the in-plane thickness of the rod, b  is the out-of-plane thickness of the rod, and radius of 
the arc edge r h� � �/ sin2 � .

The equivalent Poisson’s ratio and the equivalent elastic modulus of the multicellular honeycomb structure are 
expressed as [34]:

 �
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� � � � � �
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Under the condition that the quality of the whole model remains unchanged, the sandwich panels models with five 
arrangement modes (homogeneous, positive gradient, negative gradient, symmetric positive gradient, and symmetrical 
negative gradient) are constructed by changing the in-plane thickness t  of each layer in the core layer. The thickness of 
the faceplates is taken as 1 mm. Table 1 shows the wall thickness parameters of five models.

In this work, the low-speed impact simulation of the sandwich panel is carried out by using the explicit dynamics 
in ABAQUS, and the sandwich panel is analyzed by S4R shell element. The accuracy of simulation is ensured by control-
ling the “hourglass” phenomenon in finite element analysis, and the artificial strain energy is kept within 5% of the internal 
energy in this work. The finite element mesh of 45×45 mm in the center of the FEM model is refined (Fig. 3).

In order to verify the correctness of the FEM, the same model as in [35] is constructed in this calculation example. 
The model parameters and boundary conditions are also consistent with that in [35]. It can be seen from Fig. 4 that the strains 
of the sandwich panels at different times are consistent with those of existing literature, which confirms the correctness of 
the FEM model applied in this work.

TABLE. 1. Core Layer Thickness of Thickness Gradient Sandwich Panels

Core layer arrangement mode
T, mm

1st layer 2nd layer 3rd layer 4th layer
Homogeneous 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

Positive gradient 0.07 0.07 0.13 0.13
Negative gradient 0.13 0.13 0.07 0.07

Symmetric positive gradient 0.13 0.07 0.07 0.13
Symmetrical negative gradient 0.07 0.13 0.13 0.07

Fig. 3. Mesh diagram of sandwich panels and punch.
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3. Material Model of the Constitutive and Failure

The punch is set as a rigid body. The panels and core layer are made of 2024-T3 aluminum alloy [36], with density 
� � 2700  kg/m3, elastic modulus E = 73 1.  GPa, and Poisson’s ratio � � 0 33. . In this work, J-C model [37] is adopted, 
which is often used in impact dynamics simulation.

The expression of yield stress of materials without considering the influence of temperature during the impact is as 
follows [37]: 

 � � �Y p
nA B C� �� � �� �1 ln

*
 , (3)

where A  is the initial yield stress of the material at the reference strain rate ε0 , B  and n  are the hardening modulus and 
hardening index of the material at the reference strain rate, respectively, C  is the material strain rate hardening parameter, ε p  
is the effective plastic strain, and ε *  is the strain rate.

The stiffness degradation of the material is simulated by the damage degree D , where D = 0  denotes the material is 
not damaged, and D =1  denotes the material is failed. The degree of damage D  can be expressed as [37]:

 D p
f� �

��

�
, (4)

where Dε p  is the change of equivalent plastic strain within a time step range, ε f  is the failure strain at the current moment 
[31]:

 � � �f D D D D� � � ��
�
��

�
�
�� �� �1 2 3 4

1exp ln
* *

 , (5)

where D D
1 4
, ,   are the failure parameters of materials, σ *  is  the stress triaxiality � �*

/� p eff , where p  is the hydro-
static pressure, σeff  is the Von Mises equivalent stress. The material parameters of J-C model of 2024-T3 aluminum alloy are 
as follows [35]: A  = 369 MPa, B  = 684 MPa, n  = 0.73, C  = 0.0083, ε0 /s  = 1, D1  = 0.112, D2  = 0.123, D3  = –1.5, 
D4  = 0.007.

bа

Fig. 4. Comparison of structural deformation calculated in [35] (a) and by present method (b).
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4. Effect of Impact Speed on Failure of Sandwich Panels

4.1. Impact failure mode of sandwich panels

Figure 5 shows the failure modes of the homogeneous sandwich panels when the punch contact force is zero under 
different impact speeds. According to the figure, when the impact speed is 3 m/s, the punch does not contact the lower panel, 
and the structural deformation mainly occurs in the upper panel and the core. As the impact speed of the punch reaches 
4 m/s, the lower panel is extruded by the punch and has serious plastic deformation but is not penetrated. When the impact 
speed reaches 5 m/s, the lower panel is penetrated.

Figure 6 shows the failure deformation diagrams of homogeneous sandwich panels at different impact times un-
der the impact speed of 5 m/s. It is found that the upper panel cracks when the time reaches 1.8 ms, and the deformation 
mainly occurs in the upper plate and the core layer. As the impact progresses (3 ms), the upper plate and core begin to lose 
resistance, while the impact is mainly resisted by the lower panel. Finally, the lower plate reaches the failure limit and is 
destroyed by impact (at 5 ms).

4.2. Contact force of punch

Figure 7a shows the variation curves of the contact force and displacement of the punch under different impact 
speeds. It can be seen that the contact force curves of the three impact speeds tend to be consistent when the displacement 
is small. With the increase of displacement, the contact force rises sharply to a certain peak, and then decreases. Under 
impact speed of 3 m/s, when the punch displacement reaches 11 mm, the punch contact force (PCF) decreases with the 
decrease of displacement. The reason is that when the punch reaches this displacement, the speed of the punch decreases 
to zero and the sandwich panels produces a reaction to the punch, which makes the punch move along the positive direction 
of the y -axis, and this stage is the rebound stage of the punch. Under the impact velocity of 4 m/s, when the punch dis-
placement reaches 13 mm, the contact force curve decreases to the minimum, and then the PCF starts to increase as the 
displacement continues to increase. When the punch displacement reaches 19 mm, the PCF reaches another peak, and the 
punch speed decreases to zero. At this time, under the reaction of the sandwich panels, the punch begins to move in the 

Fig. 5. Failure modes of the homogeneous sandwich panels under different impact speeds: 3 (a), 
4 (b), and 5 m/s (c).
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positive direction of y -axis, and the PCF continues to decrease. It can be seen from the diagram that under the impact 
speeds of 3 and 4 m/s, the contact force displacement curve in the rebound stage of the punch is almost parallel. When the 
impact speed is 5 m/s, the punch pierces through the sandwich panels, and the second peak of the contact force curve is 
larger than that of 4-m/s impact. When the curve reaches the second peak, the PCF begins to decrease sharply with the 
increase of displacement. Figure 7b shows the variation curves of the contact force and time of the punch at different impact 

а b

c d

Fig. 6. Failure modes of homogeneous sandwich panels at different impact times: 0 (a), 1.8 (b), 3 (c), 
and 5.4 ms (d).
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speeds. It is shown that the PCF under different impact speeds at the initial stage of impact increases sharply with the in-
crease of time, then starts to decline after rising to a certain value. The slope of the curve increases with the increase of 
impact speed. When the impact speed is 3 m/s, the slope of the descending section of the curve is smaller than that of the 
impact speeds of 4 and 5 m/s, and the PCF decreases continuously with the progress of the impact. The curve decreases 
to a certain value and then begins to rise at the impact speeds of 4 and 5 m/s. When the impact speed is 5 m/s, the slope 
of the rising section is larger. With further impact, the curve rises to the second peak and then begins to decrease rapidly. 
The time corresponding to the two peaks of the contact force-time curve under the impact speed of 5 m/s corresponds to 
the cracking time of the upper panel and the lower panel, respectively. The time, when the PCF begins to rise, twice cor-
responds to the time of contact between the punch and the upper end panel and the lower end panel, respectively.

4.3. Energy absorption of sandwich panels

Figure 8 shows the time-dependent curves of the energy absorption of the sandwich panels at different impact speeds. 
It is manifest from the figure that, the energy absorbed by the sandwich plate augments sharply with the progress of the impact, 
then becomes smooth and tends to be almost constant after reaching a certain time. When the sandwich panel is not punctured 
(at 3 and 4 m/s), the energy curve decreases slightly in the late impact period. The reason is that the elastic strain energy of 
the sandwich plate is converted into the kinetic energy of the punch so as to make the punch rebound. The greater the impact 
speed is, the more energy the sandwich panel absorbs at the same impact time.
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Fig. 8. Energy absorption curves at different impact speeds.
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Fig. 9. The energy absorption value of each part of sandwich panels at different impact speeds.
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Figure 9 shows the energy absorption value of each part of the homogeneous sandwich panels when the contact force 
of the punch is zero at different impact speeds. Under the impact speed of 3 m/s, the impact is mainly resisted by the upper 
panel, the core layer absorbs a small part of the energy, and the lower panel hardly absorbs energy. As the speed continue to 
increase (4 m/s), the lower panel deforms significantly, and the core and lower panel absorb a lot of energy, while the upper 
end plate absorbs energy similar that at the impact of 3 m/s. Under impact speed of 5 m/s, the upper panel and the core layer 

а b

c d

e

Fig. 10. Failure mode of sandwich panels with different core layer arrangements: homogeneity (a), 
positive gradient (b), negative gradient (c), symmetric positive gradient (d), and symmetric negative 
gradient (e).
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absorb the same energy as under the impact of 4 m/s since they reach the failure limit, and the energy absorption of the lower 
panel augments significantly.

5. Effect of Core Layer Arrangement on Failure of Sandwich Panels

5.1. Impact failure mode of the sandwich panels

Figure 10 shows the penetration failure modes of the sandwich panels under impact speed of 5 m/s with differ-
ent arrangement of the core layer. It is manifest from the figure that, the lower panels of the homogeneous, positive 
gradient, and symmetrical positive gradient sandwich panels cracked in the z -direction, while the lower panels of the 
negative gradient and symmetrical negative gradient sandwich panels cracked in the x -direction. The reason is that the 
cracking mode of the lower panel is related to the wall thickness of the last layer of the core layer: when the bottom wall 
thickness is small (negative gradient and symmetrical negative gradient), the bottom cell is prone to fracture in the 
z -direction to form cracks along the x -direction; while the bottom wall thickness is larger (homogeneous, positive 
gradient and symmetric positive gradient), the outriggers at the lower end of the cell extrude the lower panel to form 
cracks in the z -direction.

5.2. Contact force of punch

The variation curves of the PCF and displacement of the punch with different arrangement modes of core layer 
are shown in Fig. 11, where the impact speed is 5 m/s. It is manifest from the figure that, when the sandwich panels with 
different arrangement are impacted, the PCF changes with displacement are generally consistent. There are two peaks in 
the contact force-displacement curve, and the first peak is significantly affected by the arrangement mode of core layer. 
The first peak of the sandwich panel with negative gradient is the largest, while the sandwich panel with positive gradient 
is the smallest. The second peak is greatly affected by the bottom cell wall thickness of the core layer. The magnitude of 
the second peak of the positive gradient and the symmetrical positive gradient is almost equal, and they are all larger than 
those of the homogeneous, negative gradient, and symmetrical negative gradient sandwich panels. The magnitude of the 
second peak of the negative gradient is almost equal to that of the symmetric negative gradient sandwich panels. It can be 
found that the second peak of the PCF is mainly affected by the in-plane thickness of the unit cell at the bottom of the core.
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Fig. 11. Contact force-displacement curves for different core layer arrangements.
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5.3. Energy absorption of sandwich panels

Figure 12 shows the time-dependent curves of the energy absorption of the sandwich panels with different core 
arrangement, where the impact speed is 5 m/s. It is manifest from the figure that; the negative gradient sandwich panels 
show the better EAE compared with other gradient sandwich panels. When the impact time is less than 4 ms, the EAE of 
the sandwich panels with negative gradient is the largest. With impact evolution, the sandwich panels is penetrated and the 
EAE of the sandwich panels with negative gradient is similar to the sandwich panels with symmetrical positive gradient, 
which is greater than that in other kinds of sandwich panels considered. The EAE of the positive gradient and the symmetric 
negative gradient sandwich panels are almost identical, and the EAE of the homogeneous sandwich panels is the smallest. 
It is shown that the EAE of the sandwich panels can be raised by setting the wall thickness arrangement of the core layer.

Figure 13 shows the energy absorption value of each part of the sandwich panels with different core layer arrange-
ment modes when the PCF is zero under the impact speed of 5 m/s. As can be seen from the figure, no matter which kind 
of the sandwich panels under the impact; the core layer absorbs the most energy, and the energy absorption value by the 
lower panel is slightly less than that of the upper panel. The research shows that the core with symmetrical positive gradient 
absorbs the most energy, and the EAE of the upper panel is not significantly affected by the arrangement of the core layer. 
The EAE of the lower panel is affected by the arrangement of the core layer. The EAE of the lower panel of the negative 
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Fig. 12. Energy absorption curve of different core layer arrangements.
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gradient and the symmetrical negative gradient sandwich panels are the best. The difference between the energy absorption 
values of the lower panel of the other three models is small. It can be found comparing the results presented in Fig. 10 that 
the cracking mode of the lower panel will affect the EAE of the panels.

6. Conclusion

Thickness gradient honeycomb sandwich panels with NPR and concave curved edges were constructed. The failure 
mechanical properties of sandwich panels under local impact were studied. The effects of impact speed and arrangement 
mode of core layer on the impact failure properties of the sandwich panels were discussed. The main results are as follows:

The impact failure mode of the sandwich panels depends on the impact speed. When the impact speed is low, the 
PCF will rebound. Before the rebound stage, the PCF at different impact speeds varies almost the same with displacement. 
When the punch penetrates the sandwich plate, there are two peaks of the contact force corresponding to the cracking of 
upper and lower panels, respectively.

With the progress of the impact, the energy absorption value of the sandwich panel augments gradually and tends 
to be constant slowly after reaching a certain time. At the same time, the energy absorption value augments with the in-
crease of the impact speed.

When the sandwich panels with different arrangement of the core layer are penetrated by impact, the cracking 
mode of the lower panel is related to the in-plane thickness of the bottom cell wall of the core layer. The contact force 
curve tends to be consistent, with two peaks. The first peak value is significantly affected by the arrangement of the core 
layer, while the second peak value is related to the in-plane thickness of the bottom layer of the core layer, which augments 
with the increase of the in-plane thickness.

The EAE of sandwich panels can be significantly enhanced by setting different in-plane thickness gradient ar-
rangement of the core layer. The negative gradient sandwich panels have the best EAE under impact. The symmetrical 
positive gradient core layer absorbs the most energy. The energy absorption value of the upper panel is not significantly 
affected by the arrangement mode of core layer, while the energy absorption value of the lower panel is affected by the 
arrangement mode of core layer.
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